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Abstract

Let Zn be the factor ring of the integers mod n and t be a positive integer. In this paper some
results are given on the structure of the semigroup of all mappings from Zn into Zn and on the
structure of the group of all permutations on Zn, which, for any t elements, can be represented
by a polynomial function. If n = ab and a, b are relatively prime, then this (semi)group is
isomorphic to the direct product of the respective (semi)groups for a and b. Thus it is sufficient
to consider only the case where n = p', p being a prime. In this case it is proved, that the
(semi)group is isomorphic to the wreath product of a certain sub(semi)group of the symmetric
(semi)group on Zvt-i by the symmetric (semi)group on Zv. Some remarks on these sub(semi)-
groups are given.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 20 B 99, 13 B 25.

Let M be a set, Sym M the symmetric semigroup on M and A" sym M the symmetric

group on M. Let U be a subsemigroup of Sym M. A function 9? e Sym M is called a

?-local £/-function if for any (not necessarily distinct) elements a1,ai,...,ateM

there exists a function fe U, such that

Let L,(U) be the set of all f-local (/-functions. As one can see easily, L,(U) is a

subsemigroup of SymM. Hence the intersection L(U) of all subsemigroups LfJJ)

is also a subsemigroup of Sym M, and

(1) L1(U)^I4,U)^...^L{U)=>U.

For any subsemigroup T of Sym M, we denote the intersection of T and A'Sym M

by KT and call this subsemigroup of T the invertible kernel of T. Then

(2) KL1(U)^.KLi(U)^L...
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If in the chain (1) two members are equal, then clearly the corresponding members
in the chain (2) also are equal. If V is a subsemigroup of U, then Lt(V) is a sub-
semigroup of Lt(U). If M is finite, then L(U) = U, KL(U) = KU and all members
of the chain (2) are groups.

In this paper we consider the case, where M = Z/(n) = Zn is a factor ring of the
ring Z of the integers and U = P1(Z/(n)) = U{n) is the set of all polynomial functions
on Zn. Lausch and Nobauer (1978) have computed the 'length' of the chain of
semigroups L,((/(«)); that is, the least t such that Lt{U{n)) = U(n). In this paper
some results are given on the structure of the semigroups Lt(U(n)) and the groups
KL,(U(n)). Since L^Uln)) = SymZn and KL^Uiri)) = isTSymZ^, we can assume
that

THEOREM \.Ifn = ab and a,b are relatively prime, then Lt(U(n)) is isomorphic to
the direct product LfJJ{a)) x Lt(U(b)), and KLt{U{n)) is isomorphic to the direct
product KLt(U(a)) x KLt{U{b)).

PROOF. The first assertion is a special case of Theorem 2 in Dorninger and
Nobauer (1978); but it can also be proved directly as follows:

Let S be the canonical epimorphism from Zn to Za. We define a function
9?aeSymZoby

<pa(8u) = hcp{u)

for any ueZn, and similarly we define a function 9s6eSymZ6. A straightforward
argument shows, that {(pa,(pb)eL^U(a))xLt(JJ{b)). It is also easy to prove, that

defines an isomorphism from Lt(U(n)) onto Lt(U(a)) x Lt(U(b)).
Since, in general, KLt{U(m)) is the set of all those elements of Lt{U(m)), which

have an inverse element in Lt(U(m)), the second assertion also holds.

By Theorem 1, it is sufficient to consider only the case where n= pe, p being a
prime and e>0 an integer. First we remark, that Ly(U(p)) = U(p), hence
KLjiUip)) = KU(j>).

Let W{jf) be the set of all functions of SymZp«, which are of the form

where the at are given elements of Zpe. As proved in Lausch and Nobauer (1973),
Lemma 5.9, W{pe) is a subsemigroup of U(j>e).

THEOREM 2. If e^2, then Lt(U(pe)) is isomorphic to the wreath product of
) by SymZp, and KLjJJip*)) is isomorphic to the wreath product of
1)) by KSymZp.
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PROOF. Assume that (peL£U(jf)) and that 0^a<p, 0<x</>e~1 then

where 0^ca<p and 0oeSymZp.-i. Given xt,x2, ...,xh then there exists fe U(jf)
such that for all xt

=f(a+pXi) =Aa)+f'(a)pxi+$f"(a)p2x*i + ... =

=f(fi)+p{fXa)xi+ptf\a)xl+...),

which shows that ^eL/WO6-*)).
Conversely, given <peSyraZp. such that

<p{a+px) = ca+pif,a(x),

then, by Lausch and Nobauer (1973), Proposition 5.61, <peL^U(pe)).
Let peSymZp be defined by pa = ca, a = 0,1, ...,p—\. Then

defines a bijection from LllHjf)) onto the set SymZp

Suppose that under the above bijection the element ipeLt(U(pe)) is mapped
onto (a ; Xo>Xi> • -'Xp-iX t n e n

<p>l>(a+px) =

hence

This proves the first assertion. Since <p is a permutation if and only if p and all
i/̂  are permutations, the second assertion is also true.

REMARK. It is well known, that U(pe) is isomorphic to the wreath product of
1) by SymZp and that KU(j>e) is isomorphic to the wreath product of

KSymZp.

COROLLARY. For any O 1, L^Wi^)) = Lt+1(W{pe)) if and only if

and L,(W(pe)) = W(pe) if and only if Lt(U(j>e+1)) = U{pe+1). A result of the same
kind is true for the invertible kernels of these semigroups.

From the results of Lausch and Nobauer (1978) we now easily can obtain the
length of the chain of the semigroups L^Wijf)), and moreover we can see that
there is no equality within this chain.
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REMARK. L2(W(pe)) = L2(U(jf)) and KL2(W(jf)) = KL2{U{pe)).

PROOF. We have only to prove the first statement. Clearly L2{W{pe))^L2{U(jf)).
Conversely suppose (peLz(U(pe)); then <p is a compatible function on Zp.—that
means, for any congruence relation 6 on Zpt, u=v mod 6 implies ?>(«)= pOO m ° d #•
Taking for 0 the congruence relation corresponding to the principal ideal of Zp«,
which is generated by b—a, we see that <p(b)—<p(a) = r(b-a). Thus

is a polynomial, such that l(a) = p(a), l(b) = y>(6). Since /(x) e ff(/»e), we now
see that <peL2(W(pe)), which completes the proof.

Finally, we consider the length of the chain of the invertible kernels of the chain
of the semigroups Lt(U(pe)).

LEMMA. Let e > 2 andJ"#2 be a natural number, such that L^JJ(pe))^>Lf+1(U(pe)).
Then also KLjiJJtp*))^KLf+1{U(j>e)).

PROOF. Since there exist permutations of Zp, which are not compatible, our
statement holds for / = 1. Suppose that / > 2 and L^U(pe))=>Lf+1(U(j>e)). By
Lausch and Nobauer (1978), Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, then / + s(J) ^ e, where
e(f) is the exponent of the greatest power of p which divides/. Let us consider the
function TreSymZp, defined by

7r(a +px) = (a +px) +pf~1 x(x-l)...(x- (J-1)),

This function is a permutation of Zpt, since

v(a+px) = a+p(x+p'-*x(.x-1) „.(*-(/"-1))

and the function geSymZp,-i , defined by

g(x) = x+pt-*x(x-1)... (*- ( / • -1) ) ,

is a permutation of Zp.-i, which follows by Lausch and Nobauer (1973), Propo-
sition 4.31 (since g'(x)= 1 modp for all x). By Lausch and Nobauer (1978),

but 7T^Lt

THEOREM 3. The length of the chain of the groups KLt(U(pe)) equals the length of
the chain of the semigroups L£U(pe)), unless pe = 23 or 32, in which cases the length
of the first chain is one less than the length of the second chain.
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PROOF. By our lemma, we have only to consider the case, where the length of
the second chain equals 3. If, in this case, AZ^ £/(/>«)) = KlHjfi), then every com-
patible permutation is a polynomial function, since, by the proof of the remark,
every compatible function on Zp, is in L2( £/(/?")). But, by our hypothesis on the
length of the first chain, not every compatible function is a polynomial function.
Thus Zp, is 1-permutation-hemiprimal, but not 1-hemiprimal in the sense of
Nobauer (1974). In Corollary 6.4 of that paper (by comparing the number of all
compatible permutations on Zp, with the number of all polynomial functions on
pe which are permutations), it has been proved, that Zp, is 1-permutation hemi-
primal, but not 1-hemiprimal, if and only if p* = 23 or 32.
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